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Overview 
The Integrated Energy System (TIES) is a 
cutting-edge software solution designed to 
revolutionize energy trade and transaction 
management across various segments of 
the energy industry. TIES caters to the 
unique needs of:
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Producers
Dynamic solution for Producers and those 
in producer services

Gatherers
Software solution designed to meet the 
unique needs of natural gas gatherers

Pipeline and Storage Operators
Manage logistical challenges, mitigate 
risks, and optimize profitability

Plant Processors
Prepare plant allocation and settlement 
statements

Marketers and Traders
Deal making, position reporting, trade 
blotter and more
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Efficient. Transparent. Reliable
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As a Gatherer of Natural Gas, Oil, or Water, your operations demand efficiency 
and precision. Enter TIES, your comprehensive solution for streamlining 
processes and maximizing productivity. Here's how TIES supports your crucial 
activities:

Contract Management: Effortlessly manage the complexities of rates, 
escalations, tiered fuel deductions, date terms and renewals ensuring clarity 
and compliance every step of the way.

Nominations Management: Receive and confirm nominations from shippers 
through the TIES EBB, facilitating smooth communication and coordination.  
Optionally, auto-calculate supply side noms based on projected flows. 

Measured Volume Allocations: Allocate measured volumes to shipper 
contracts using flexible allocation methods including pro rata, pro rata with 
swing, PDA, and more.  

Operational Balancing Agreements: Manage operational balancing 
agreements with connected pipelines, ensuring visibility for scheduling and 
settlement.
Imbalance Monitoring: Monitor imbalances with real-time insights and 
actionable data to inform decision-making.

Fuel & Line Loss Determination: View and calculate fuel and line loss volumes, 
whether allocated fuel and/or line loss, tiered fuel calculations, or stated. 

Cash Outs: Transact cash outs seamlessly and automatically, ensuring accuracy 
and timely settlements with shippers.

Volume Statements and Invoices: Generate volume statements and invoices 
and distribute them with ease, streamlining administrative processes and 
enhancing customer satisfaction.

Flexible and Powerful Fee Calculation: Calculate fees and fuel based on 
pressure, analysis, volume, or percentage, offering flexibility to adapt to diverse 
contractual scenarios.

Additionally, TIES provides an Electronic Bulletin Board for seamless 
nomination submissions from shippers. Experience the TIES advantage and 
revolutionize your gathering and transportation operations today. Contact us to 
learn more about how TIES can transform your business.

Curtailments: Simply view system recommended curtailments, accept or 
override, and auto-notify shippers.
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Shared Functionality Across 
Segments
TIES provides a range of shared functionalities that are essential across all 
segments of the energy industry, including:

Business Associates Administration: 
Efficiently manage business relationships with comprehensive modules for 
maintaining vital information, including legal details, contacts, credit 
parameters, and transaction history.

Price and Rate Administration: 
Establish and manage pricing structures for energy transactions based on 
published prices or custom formulas, ensuring accurate valuation and 
transparent pricing mechanisms.

Contract Administration: 
Organize and administer various types of contracts, including buy/sale, 
transportation, and service agreements, with features such as date-sensitive 
terms, automatic alerts, and document linkage.

Infrastructure Administration: 
Maintain and manage physical infrastructure entities and locations critical for 
energy transactions, including facilities, locations, interconnects, and logical 
locations, ensuring accurate and efficient infrastructure management.

Accounting Functions: 
Streamline accounting processes with comprehensive accounts payable and 
receivable capabilities, invoice generation, cash posting, reconciliation, and 
integration with general ledger systems for seamless financial management.

Standard APIs for Interface: 
Facilitate seamless integration with third-party software and data sources 
through standard APIs, enabling efficient data exchange and interoperability 
across diverse systems and platforms.



Experience 
the Power of 
TIES Today!
TIES offers a holistic approach to 
energy trade and transaction 
management, empowering gatherers 
and other industry stakeholders with 
advanced features, robust 
functionality, and unparalleled 
efficiency. Experience the power of 
TIES today and unlock new 
possibilities for your energy operations.

Contact us now to schedule a 
personalized demo and discover how 
TIES can transform your energy 
operations and drive success in today's 
dynamic energy market.

Comprehensive Software 
Solutions for Today's Energy 
Challenges
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